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Abstract

Some  topics  of the  ars  medica  concerning  anaesthesia,  pain  therapy  and  critical  care  medicine
have  been  totally  neglected  till  now,  e.g.  anaesthesia  in  the  book  owner  signs  ("ex  libris")  and  in
medical numismatics.  This first historic investigation into anaesthesia in the numismatics will collect
all  medical  medallions  referring  to  or  representing  anaesthesia  in  public  or  private  numismatic
collections.   It  will   also   provide   information   about  commemorative   medals   of  the   forerunners,

pioneers and promoters of our profession worldwide.  This task will interest future societies as well as
passionate private medical coin collectors. A well-founded and comprehensive numismatic collection
can  also be used  as  a tool  and  as  a resource  for historical  studies  of medicine.  In  addition,  medical
coins,  medallions,  medals  and  plaquettes  ought  to  be  regarded  under both  aspects  of aesthetic  and
scientiflc  value  in  itself.  They  are  diminutive  historic   "monuments"  with  compressed  symbolic
meaning  and  high  artistic  claim,  being  best  suitable  to  immortalize  historic  events  and maintaining
the  memory of outstanding  investigators  and clinical teachers  of anaesthesia.
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1.  Introduction

"Historical  portraits  awaken  interests  at  all  time,  even  if they  aren't  artistic  works;

everybody tries  to  recognize  the  fate  and  acts  in their physiognomy.  H.  von  Moltke"

One of the main topics of the 5th I.S.H.A.  in Santiago de Compostela is devoted to the
art  in  medicine  and  medicine  in  the  arts.  Many  of  them,  e.g.   the  illustration  of  our

profession in the graphic art (caricature and drawing), philately  [ 1 ], sculpture and painting
as well as in the belle-lettres (essays, novels and poems) are mirrored or in other ways (in
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Table  I
The  greatest  collections  of medical numismatics

Collectors Location of
the  collection

Number of
medical  coins

(approximately)

References

Josef Brettauer

(1835 -1905)
G6za  Faludi

( 1874-1953)

Horatio  Robinson  Storer

( 1830 - 1922)

Institute  of Numismatics  of the
University  of Wien
Semmelweis  Museum of the
History  of Medicine,  Budapest

Medical Library,  Boston

(as  a part  of the
numismatic  collection
of the  John Hopkins University)

6000

around  10,000

(with 4000  Hungarian
medical  medallions)
around 4000  (from the
approximately  15,000  medical
coins  of Robert Garrett)

[6,12]

[4,8,10,11 I

[5,7]

cinema and television), and are therefore well-known (see also on the Internet: www.anes.
uab.edu/anehist/popular.htm).   Meanwhile,   many   symbols   of  anaesthesia  and  related
sciences  are  found  in  the  signets  (crests)  of societies  worldwide  [2].  Milicchio  planned
to report on this at the 5th I.S.H.A.  [3].  However, there are also other topics of ars medica
which have been neglected up until now.  The first of these to be considered are the book
owner signs  ("ex  libris")  and  the  "anaesthesia  in nummis".

Anaesthesia-related  medical  coins,  plaques  and  commemorative  medallions  (with  a
minimum   diameter  of  150   mm)   can   only   occasionally   be   detected   in  numismatic
collections  [4-11]  (Table   1).   Studies  of historic  or  artistic  art  dealing  with  the  theme

Table  2
Anaesthesia-related medals and medallions existing only  in the  collection  of the  national  societies  of anaesthesia

or in private coin-cabinets (Ref.  [20]  and personal  communications  from M.  Goerig. 2001. J.  Benedum, 2001,  H.

Sorgatz,  2001,  A.  Szallasi,  2001  and  F.  Frei,  2001)

Th.  Paracelsus

H.H.  Hickman

J.F.  Heyfelder

Th.  Billroth

H.F.W.  Braun

F.  Kuhn

Emst  von  der Porten

Sir  R.  Macintosh

R.  Prey

F.  Oehlecker

H.  Ktimiiiel

(from  the  private  collection  of
A.  szallasi.  Hungary.  2001)

(founded  in  1931  by  the
Royal  Society  of Medicine)

(founded  in  1997,  by  the  Clinic  of
Anesthesiology  of the  University  of Erlangen)

(portrayed  on  the  two  Schilling  coin  in  Austria,   1929)
(founded  by  the  German  Society  of Anaesthesiology
and  Intensive  Therapy,  DGAI  ,  Nuremberg.1991

(commemorative medal  of the  German  Society  of
Anaesthesiology  and  Intensive  Medicine,  Nureinberg,   1987)

(commemorative  medal  of the  German  Professional  Organization
of Anaesthesiologists,  BDA.  Nuremberg.1987)

(founded  by  the  Spanish  Society  of Anaesthesiologists)
(commemorative  medal  of the  German  Society  of
Anaesthesiology,  DGAI,  Nuremberg.   1990)

(medal  and  medallion:  lent  by  Anna  Oehlecker.  daughter,  2001)
(medallion.  lent  by  M.  Goerig,  Hamburg-Eppendorf)

1-I

Table  3

Forerunners,   promiiter>   i
therapy  who  are  still  r-.  ``

G.  Pliny  Secundus

P.  Dioscurides

Geber/R.  Lullus
V.  Cordus
D.F.A.  Cotugno
T.  Sydenham
G.  Hirschel

p.C.  Ore

E.  Fischer

A.  Einhom
0.  Witzel
C.  Schimmelbusch
W.G.  Blgelo`\'

H.  Laborit
P.  Huguenard
K.  Hutschenreuter

a   Some  of them  ``=-

societies  of the  ames:'r.i,`

numismatic  ill  (iiiL[L `

relevant  literature  i`:
2001,  K.  Wiemers.

Likewise,  no  s} s-

anaesthesia,  some   c
scientists,  outstand::
epoch-making disl`|`t

Table  4
Medical   coins   (pliiqi.`.--

following  [3,6,9.10.1 :.

•    Portraits  of scienti`-``

on  their  retiremer,I
•    Genealogical  tree  i t
•    Official  crests  iit`  s`_```

•    Anniversary  (t`our,c=-

•    Medical  congress:I  _
•   Hospitals,  social  "  .
•    Charitable  ol.gamzL-.

natural  catastri`rtL=`

•    Medical  superstit`.`-`r.

•    water-suppl}  am  I--.-
•    Epidemics  (e.g   p._=-

•    Pharmacolog}  dr`.=`
•     Sexual  life.  eriitiL``.   :
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Table  3
Forerunners.  promoters   and  historical  persons   of  anaesthesia,   intensive  care,   emergency  medicine  and  pain
therapy  who  are  still  missing  in  the  great  medical  numismatic  collections  (see  Table  I)

G,  Pliny  Secundus
P.  Dioscurides

Geber/R.  Lullus
V.  Cordus
D.I.A.  Cotugno
T.  Sydenham
G.  Hirschel

P.C.  Ore

I.  Fischer
A.  Einhom
0.  Witzel
C.  Schimmelbusch
W.G.  Bigelow
H.  Laborit

P.  Huguenard
K.  Hutschem.Cuter

F.W.  Serttimer              J.F.  Heyfeldera                J.T.  Clover

C.W.  Scheele                N.I.  Pirogow                    A.  Wood
M.  Faraday                    H.A.  Demme                  J.  O'Dwyer
H.H.  Hickmana            J.F.  Dieffenbach             I.v.  Trendelenburg
G.Q.  Colton                   J.Y.  Simpson                    O.  Kapeller

J.C.  Warren                   J.  Snow                              R.  Boehm
F.  Kuhna                         H.  Ktimmela                    L.  Ombr6danne
L.  Brauera                      M.  Kirsclmer
H.  Killian                        L.  Lewin

H.I.G   Boyle               J.N.  Czermak
G.  Labat                           Sir F.W.  Hewitt

A.  Lawen                      Sir w.  Macewen
C.G   Engstr6m            R.  Freya
F.F.  Foldes                       T.C.  Gray

W.  Htigin                       K.  Horatz
B.  Haid                            J.  Bonica

M.  Neu
R.M.  Waters
J.S.  Lundy

A.E.  Guedel
E.  von  der  Portena
P.A.J.  Janssen

I.  Gordh
J.  Gibbon

R.  Melzack

E.  Gurlt

S.  Riva-Rocci

H.W.  Cushlng

C.L.  Schleich

H.F.W.  Brauna

H.I.  Quincke

F.  Oehleckera

H.  Weesea

Sir I.W.  Magill

Sir R.R.  Macintosh
R.  Kucher
H.R.  Griffith
L.  Barth
J.  De  Castro

J.F.  Nunn
P.  Mundeleer

a   Some  of them  can be  found  in private  collections  or as  a  commemorative medallion awarded by national

societies  of the  anaesthesia;  see  Table  2.

;7Lf777z.s777czfz.c z.7?  cz77czcsZ¢csz.c!  seem rarly to be persued;  indeed,  they  seem totally  absent in the

relevant literature  of our profession (letters to the  author from J.  Benedum,  2001,  P.  Sim,
2001,  K.  Wiemers,  2001,  M.  Goerig,  2001  and  K.  Wiemers,  2001).

Likewise, no systemic investigation has ever been carried out into the medical coins of
anaesthesia,  some  of which  are  awarded  each  year  on  a  grand  occasion  to  prominent
scientists,  outstanding  clinicians  and  deserved promoters  of our speciality,  or granted  for
epoch-making discoveries and methods in the scientific foundation of clinical anaesthesia.

Table  4
Medical   coins   (plaquettes,   medals   and   medallions)   commemorate   and   Inform  through  the   reference   to   the
following  [3 ,6,9,10,12,13 ,15 -24]

•    Polfralts  of scientists,  lecturers  and  great  clinicians  as  commemorative  medals  for  congratulations

on their retirement
•    Genealogical  tree  of the  leaders  of universities,  clinics  and  medical  schools
•    Official  crests  of societies  and  public/national  coaporations/public  relations  in  medicine
•    Anniversary  (foundation year of Institutions,  clinics  and  departments)
•    Medical  congresses  and  symposia/international  communications  and  associations
•    Hospitals,  social  welfare  and  public  assistance  (e.g.  relief of the  poor)
•    Charitable  organizations/Red Cross/First Aid/care  for refugees,  minimizing the potential  destruction  of

natural  catastrophes/warfare  and years  of famines
•    Medical  superstition  and medical  folklore/places  of pilgrimage  and worship  of patron  saints
•    Water-supply  and  other hygienic  measures/mental  hygienics
•    Epidemics  (e.g.  plague)  and  vaccinations  (protective  inoculations)
•    Pharmacology/drugs  for men  and  veterinary  medicine
•    Sexual  life,  erotics,  fertility  and pregnancy
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The finding of such medals in private or public numismatic cabinets can be very difficult

(see  Table  2).   Many  of  the  coins  portraying  great  anaesthetists   are  missing  even  in
extensive  collections  [4-8,11]  (see  Table  3).

This  study  presents  a  short  survey  and  as  the  first  comparative  historic  approach  to
the  world  of medical  numismatism  giving  some  aspects  for  the  use  of  coins,  it  is  a
study  of  history  (Table  4),  which  highlights  the  "missing  links"  for  future  collectors

(Table   3).   With   regard   to   the   more   than    150-year-old   evolution   of  narcosis,   a
numismatic  investigation  was  deemed  timely  and  suitable  to  be  undertaken  here  (see
Table   5:   Determination   of  the   medical   coins   complete   with   a   short   biography   for
numismatics).

Medical  coins  of  large  and  complete  collections  represent  a  national  pantheon  par
excellence  [14];  they  are  a  gallery  of our professional  ancestors  in  miniature  (Table  6).

The  custom  of making  coins  for physicians  and  medical  innovations  began  with  the
anatomical  drawings  of Leonardo  da Vinci  and Michel-Angelo  as well  as with the  works
of some  pupils  of Titian.  Petrus  Crescentius  was  the  first who  connected the  fine  art  of

portraits  to  medicine  (Sambucus,1603).  Since  then,  the  creative  work  of the  medalleurs
has  been  upheld  as  royal  art  according  to  the  ancient  motto:   "Si  rex  fieri  non-potes
medicus  excellens  esto"  (When  you  cannot  become  a  king,  be  a  doctor!).  This  is  why
the  medallions  ought  to  be  regarded  as  having  both  aesthetic  and  scientific  value  itself.
In this way,  the most commemorative medals are diminative historic  "monuments"  with
compressed  symbolic  meaning  and  high  artistic  claim.  Nearly  all  medical  medallions
have  been  created with  the  single  aim  of commemorating  and  immortalizing  the  events
of an  epoch  where  signiflcance  stretches  from  the  past  into  to  the  future  [14].  However,
medical  coins  are  also  excellent  tools  and  resources  for the  historical  study  of medicine

(Tables  4  and  6).

Table  5

Determination  of  an  anaesthesia-related  medal  (coins  or  medallions),  completed  with  a  short  biography  for
numismatics:  Example  C`;.f/tt.`/o;.d  Wr.//I.cz777so7I  fo77g  (after  Storer  [5]):

Desc;.7.p//.o;I  a/f/7e  co7jjj7Ie;jlo/.c//I.`je  ;73ec7a/  o/ C.   W  1o/?g:  Medal.  Galvano,  silvered.  Size  76  mm.  Medailleur:

R.  Trait  MCKenzie.  Reduction  of the  commemorative  medallion  at  University  of Pennsyl\'ania.
S/io/./ b!.og;.ap/7,t`:  Crawford  Williamson  Long  American  physician  and  surgeon.1815 -1878.  Georgia  Long

received  a  medical  degree  from  the  University  of Pennsylvania  in  1839`  and  after  spending  a  year  in
New  York,  he  returned  to  Georgia,  a  country practice.  He  also  brought back  with him  the trick  of Inhaling
ether  vapor  for  fun`  or  as  an  exhilarant,  which  led  him  to  the  discovery  of the  anaesthetizing  power,  and  he
used  it  successfully  in  a  surgical  operation  in  1842.  On  the  occasion  of the  unveiling  of the bronze  medallion

in  the  medical  laboratories  of the  University  of Pennsylvania,  March  30.   1912.  Dr.  John  Chalmers
Da  Costa  concluded:  "The  University  of Permsylvania  this  day  hangs  his  likeness  in  the  Hall  of Fame  with
her noblest son.  He  was  an honor of his  Alma  Mater.  an  ornament to  his  profession.  a  glory to  his  country.
an  a  benefactor  of the  human  race,"  (Ann.  Med.  Hist..  VII:   1925`  p.  418).

fJec!c7 szte  (Obv):  Half-figure  of Dr.  Long  left,  holding  cloth  \i'ith  the  left  hand.  over  lower portlon  of patients
face,  and  administering  ether  from  bottle  held  in  the  right  hand:  in  a  curve  above..  `To  Crawford  W.  Long.
First to  use ethei. as  an anaesthetic  in  surgery/March 30th.  1842.  From his Alma Mater in two  concentric  lines.
in  field at left,1815/1878';  and in the  field at right. R.  Trait Mckenzie/1912  incuse`  at bottom.  tablet on which

Class  of Pennsylvania;  along  the  edge  at  left  and  right,  framing  lc)wer part  of scene.  sprays  of poppies  bound
with  ribbon  (symbolizing  sleep;  Freeman.1964  [7]).
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2.  Conclusions

2.1.  Tasks  for  the future:  Anaesthesia  in  nummis f;or  collectors  and  museums  Of anaes-
thesia  (see  Tables  3  and  6)

There  were  various  possibilities  for  societies  and  universities  having  medical  coins,

plaques  and  commemorative  medallions  struck  by  medailleurs  in  order  to  immortalize
famous  scientists  and  teachers  (as  medallists)  or  important  events  in  the  evolution  of
anaesthesia.  Having  them  made  as  a  set  of special  subject/topics,  one  could  offer  such
anaesthesia-related  coins  to  private  collectors,  or  as  was  usual,  they  were  awarded  for
outstanding  performance,   scientific   innovations   or  as   an   honour  of  eminent  clinical
teaching  and  investigation,  e.g.

•     Botanical set of the Solanaceae and other narcotic and psychotropic herbs (coca, hemp,

ergot,  hemlock),
•     Evolution  of inhalation  anaesthesia,
•     Pioneers   of  the   investigation   of  muscle  relaxants   (Pereira,   La  Condamine,   A.   v.

Humboldt,  Sir 8.  Brodie,  Ch.  Waterton,  Claude  Bemhard,  R.  Boehm,  L.  Lewin,  R.
Gill,  H.R.  Griffith,  E.  Johnson,  F.F.  Foldes,  etc.),

•     Commemorative   medallions   of  outstanding   investigators   and   clinicians   ("Series

Numismatica   Virorum   Illustrium   Anaesthesiologiae")   on   the   basis   of   annual
subscription  to  bronze  replicas,

•     Historical anaesthesia apparatus, ventilators and their inventors/leading manufacturers,
•     Evolution of the tracheotomy and endotracheal intubation (the struggle for free airways

over centuries),
•     Pioneers  of the  regional  anaesthesia,
•     Plaques,  medals  and  plaquettes  of anaesthesia  societies  to  commemorate  occasions,

e.g.  anniversaries.
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